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In the 1630s, an opening was created in the market for
mariners’ guides as both Willem Blaeu and Johannes Janssonius began to focus their efforts on the production of terrestrial world atlases. As they competed fiercely by issuing
ever larger and more lavish multivolume sets, Jacob Aertsz.
Colom (1600–1673) published De Vyerighe Colom (The Fiery
Column), a folio-format sea atlas with 43 charts in 1632. For
this work, Colom constructed his own set of charts with a
pattern of coverage of the coast of Norway different from
that presented by Blaeu (see schema above; compare the
schematics for Blaeu’s charts at the beginning of chapter 2;
see also the graph comparing Norway coastal coverage of sets
of sea charts on p. 285.).
Around 1645, responding to competitive and marketing forces, Colom issued an oblong version of his atlas, “The
Upright Fyrie Colomne.” This was followed in 1651 with a
large folio version: De Groote Lichtende ofte Vyerighe Colom
(The Great Light or the Fiery Column). For these, Colom generally re-used his existing charts, but rearranged their order
within the atlas and renumbered them accordingly.1
Colom, originally from Dordrecht, had worked in
Amsterdam since 1622 as a bookseller, printer, and chartmaker. When the opportunity arose to publish his own atlas,
he explicitly threw down the gauntlet to Blaeu in the title of
his work: “The defects and errors of the previous Light or
Mirror of the Sea [are] exposed and corrected.”2 Although
Blaeu, and subsequently Janssonius, reacted, they did so primarily by recycling older material.
Colom successfully defended, maintained, and extended
his marketplace leadership during the following decades,
with two dozen editions of De Vyerighe Colom appearing in
Dutch, French, and English; the oblong format Upright Fyrie
Colomne in English and Dutch; and the large folio Groote Lichtende ofte Vyerighe Colom. In addition to these pilot guides,
Colom published Atlas of Werelts-Water-Deel in 1663. This
sea atlas consists mostly of charts from the Vyerighe Colom
augmented with ten new maps depicting the coasts of Asia,
Africa, and America.

3A: Charts of Norway from J.A. Colom’s
De Vyerighe Colom (full titles listed at end of chapter)
3A:1
Pascaarte vant|SCHAGERRACK.|Ende Custe van
Noorwegen tot|Akersondt
3A:2
Noordse Custen|Tusschen Akersondt|en Schaersondt
3A:3
De Custe van Noorwegen|Tusschen Schaersondt en|
Schuÿtenes
3A:4
top half of sheet:
De Custe|van NOORWEGEN,|van Bergen tot Stemmeshest
lower half of sheet: Het|Liet van|Bergen.
3A:5
Het|Liet van|Dronten
3A:6
lower, main, map:
De Custen Van|Noorwegenen Finmar:|ken, tusschen
Dronten|en de Noort Caap
3A:7
upper map:
De Custen van,|Noorwegen En Laplandt,|Tusschen
Noordkÿn en Kilduÿn.
lower map:
De Custen van|Laplandt Tusschen|Kilduÿn en Swetenoes
3A:8
untitled map of Norway oriented to the northeast
Almost all of the atlases published by J.A. Colom are
scarce, with many known in only a handful of copies.3
The discussion of the Norway and Norway-related charts
distinguishes several states and variants, but it should be
presumed that others exist. Most of the maps illustrated
in this chapter are from a 1648 Dutch De Vyerighe Colom
(fig. 3A.p1), specifically the first part of the first book and
the first part of the second book (figs. 3A.p2 and 3A.p3);
a few are from a 1662 printing. Almost all of them have



3A.1a. J.A. Colom, Pascaarte vant Schagerrack ende Custe van Noorwegen tot Akersondt, 1662.

3A.p1. J.A. Colom, De Vyerighe Colom, title page, 1648.
3A.p2. J.A. Colom, De Vyerighe Colom, title page for first part
of first book, 1648.
3A.p3. J.A. Colom, De Vyerighe Colom, title page for first part
of second book, 1648.



titles in French and Dutch, whereas the first edition of 1632
had titles only in Dutch. In addition to this cartographically
immaterial distinction, the evolution of the atlas resulted in
instances where two charts printed on a single sheet were
either separated and printed on two sheets or combined
into a single chart on one sheet, as discussed following.
Beginning at its most southeastern extent, the first
chart depicting part of Norway, 3A:1, is on sheet “VII,”
in which “Akersondt” almost grazes the left border (fig.
3A.1a). The French title at the upper right in addition to the
Dutch one at the upper left indicates that this is the second
state of the chart. Its geographical range, determined by

Colom, differs from the charts of either Waghenaer or Blaeu
(see the schematic diagrams at the beginnings of chapters 1
and 2 and the comparison graph of coastal coverage, pages
6, 28, and 285, respectively).
The next two charts following the coastline, 3A:2 and
3A:3, are numbered “8” and “VIII,” respectively (figs. 3A.2a
and 3A.3a). The former has only a Dutch title, whereas the
latter also has one in French. The apparent anomaly in
sequencing and the lack of a French title on one chart is a
consequence of their printing history. In the 1632 edition,
both were on the same sheet, which carried the number
“8” at the lower left. (The two charts utilized the sheet area



3A.2a. J.A. Colom, Noordse Custen tusschen Akersondt en Schaersondt, 1648.



more efficiently by eliminating most of the empty sea and
focusing on the actual coasts.) By around 1640, Colom had
decided to separate and enlarge the charts. A 1639/1640 De
Vyerighe Colom at the Library of Congress4 would seem to
be an intermediate edition as it contains both the doublechart sheet and the single-sheet Akersondt chart. However,
compared with figure 3A.2a, in the Library of Congress
copy the lower half of the island to the right of “Akersondt”
has not yet been drawn and the “35” to the north-northwest about halfway to “De Susters” is not present. Thus,

3A.3a. J.A. Colom, De Custe van Noorwegen tusschen Schaersondt en Schuÿtenes, 1648.

although charts 3A:2 and 3A:3 share a common predecessor, there are two states of the former, but there may be
only a single state of the latter.
Map 3A:4, sheet “9” around Bergen, has two charts:
the lower one shows the southern approach to Bergen, with
the continuation northward in the upper one (fig. 3A.4a).
The definition of “liet” in the title is channel or approach
(English “lead” or “leads”; Norwegian “lei” or “led”).5
Again, the presence of the French title denotes the second
state of the chart. Colom’s imprint appears in both titles.

The three states of sheet 10, the Liet of Dronten, 3A:5,
reflect the evolution of Colom’s atlas. The first state had a
title only in Dutch; the second state added the French (fig.
3A.5a). When Colom revised the ordering of the charts,
those pertaining to Norway were renumbered into the 40s
and above, with the result that the corresponding new
position for former chart 10 was “47,” and this number was
added at the lower right corner while retaining “10” at the
lower left (fig. 3A.5b) (see note 1).
In the 1632 De Vyerighe Colom, the next two charts,

numbered “14” and “15,” were single page and faced each
other. Their respective titles were Pascaerte vande Cust
van Finmareken, van Dronten tot de Noort Caap, als mede ’t
nieugevonden Lant Spits bergē and Pascaart van de Cust van
Laplandt en Russen tusschen de Noordcaap en Nova Zembla.6
The titles and the stretches of coast depicted were essentially the same as the next two double-page charts, “16”
and “17” (see full titles listed at the end of the chapter).
Probably because there was so much duplication, in the
1640s, Colom combined charts 14 and 15 into an untitled,



3A.5a. J.A. Colom, Het
Liet van Dronten (sheet
numbered “10”), 1648.
3A.5b. J.A. Colom, Het
Liet van Dronten (sheet
“10” and “47”), 1662.

3A.4a. J.A. Colom, De Custe van Noorwegen, van Bergen tot Stemmeshest and Het Liet van Bergen, 1648.





3A.6a. J.A. Colom, De Custen van Noorwegenen Finmarken, tusschen Dronten en de Noort Caap, 1648.



unnumbered chart of Norway oriented to the northeast
with a latitude scale running diagonally across the sheet
and reaching to Spitsbergen, map 3A:8 (fig. 3A.8a).7 (Contrast this treatment with that of the original sheet 8 consisting of two contiguous sections of coast in the 1632 Dutch
edition that became two separate charts “8” and “VIII.”) A
second state of 3A:8 adds an inset of Jan Mayen at larger
scale at the upper right (fig. 3A.8b). The chart has been
renumbered, with “60” adjacent to “61” at the lower right
corner (see note 1 and discussion of 3A:5 above).
The final two charts, which were also present in the

first edition, depict at a much larger scale most of the coverage on the original 14/15 sheet (or of its unnumbered
replacement, map 3A:8) and resume the numerical and
geographic progression up the coast. The first state of each
has Dutch titles, while the second also has French ones.
Map 3A:6, sheet “16,” extending from Trondheim to the
North Cape, also has insets of Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen
(fig. 3A.6a). Note the unusual orientation, with north at the
bottom; this corresponds to the perspective as viewed from
a ship off the coast. Map 3A:7, sheet “17,” has two contiguous sections of the coast, from Noordkÿn to Kilduijn

3A.7a. J.A. Colom, De Custen van, Noorwegen en Laplandt, tusschen Noordkÿn en Kilduijn and . . . Laplandt tusschen Kilduÿn en Swetenoes, 1648.

(upper chart, title only in Dutch), and then continuing to
Swetenoes (lower chart, Dutch and French titles). There are
also three inset maps, two at the upper left and one at the
top right of center (fig. 3A.7a).

3A:10
PASCAERTE|VANDE|NOORD-ZEE|NIEULIX
WTGEGEVEN
3A:11
Pascaarte|Nieulyx Beschreven

(full titles listed at end of chapter)

3B:1
Der GROOTE NOORD ZEE|WASSENDE GRADE|PAS
CAART

3A:9
Pascaerte|vande|NOORD-ZEE

Norway-related charts by Jacob Aertsz. Colom include those
of the North Sea, of Europe, and of the north Atlantic.

Norway-related Charts by J.A. Colom



3A.9a. J.A. Colom,
Pascaerte vande NoordZee, 1643.
3A.8a. J.A. Colom, untitled map of Norway oriented to the northeast, 1648.



3A.8b. J.A. Colom, untitled map of Norway oriented to the northeast (sheet numbered “60|61”), 1662.

3A.10a. J.A. Colom,
Pascaerte vande NoordZee Nieulix Wtgegeven,
1648.



3A.11a. J.A. Colom, Pascaarte Nieulyx Beschreven, 1662.



Colom originated the convention of placing a map of the
North Sea at the beginning of a section (or “book”) of the
atlas in order to provide a visual context for the individual
charts grouped therein. Specifically, he printed the North
Sea chart on the verso of the title page for the first part
of the atlas. Since the charts in part two also relate to the
North Sea, the chart is frequently copied on the verso of
its title page. Conceptually, this is similar to Lucas Jansz
Waghenaer’s placing a large map of Europe as the first chart
in his Spieghel der Zeevaerdt (see figs. 1A.6a and 1A.7a, pp.
19 and 20, respectively).
The style of Colom’s North Sea chart became the standard copied by later cartographers and publishers.8 The
sampling of such charts in Appendix 2, North Sea Charts,
displays some of the quantity and variety of these decorative maps, with Norway shown horizontally, England
diagonally across, and bordered to the south by the Netherlands. One of the first versions, a Pascaerte vande NoordZee from a 1643 Fierie-Sea-Colvmne, is illustrated as figure
3A.9a. This relatively unadorned chart measures 37.0 x
51.5 cm; it has been reduced by about 3 cm at the right
(north) compared to the intermediate 1639/1640 edition at
the Library of Congress (see notes 4 and 6).

The chart was extensively reworked no later than 1648.
The chart of the North Sea in the Vyerighe Colom of that
year was larger in both dimensions (42.1 x 54.4), had a new
title in an ornamental cartouche, and no longer carried the
twelve-year privilege (fig. 3A.10a; the text on the reverse is
that shown in fig. 3A.p2). A marginal modification for the
1649 edition was the insertion of a sandbank north of Dogger Bank (fig. A.1 in Appendix 2, North Sea Charts).
Two noteworthy charts of J.A. Colom represent geographic coverage significantly beyond Norway. Colom added
Pascaarte Nieulyx Beschreven, a portolan-style chart of
Europe, to the Upright Fyrie Colomne that was then included
in De Groote Lichtende ofte Vyerighe Colom, in later versions
of De Vyerighe Colom, and in the Atlas of Werelts-WaterDeel. The example illustrated is from a 1662 L’Ardante ou
Flamboyante Colom de la Mer (fig. 3A.11a). The incline of
Norway along the diagonal with Spitsbergen at the upper
right incorporates stylistic elements of the untitled chart discussed above (figs. 3A.8a, 3A.8b). The small inset along the
bottom left of center shows the northwest corner of Iceland
that is cut off by the top margin of the map.
The final Colom chart, 3B:1, although titled Der
Groote Noord Zee, is a four-sheet map of the north Atlantic.

3B.1a. J.A. Colom, Der Groote Noord Zee Wassende Grade Pas Caart, 1662.

It extends from about 27° to 81° north and subtends more
than 140° of longitude. The zero meridian would pass
through Corvo and Flores in the Azores. The latitude bar
runs through Pico, with the coordinate scales intersecting
at 60° N, 3° E; the central compass rose is centered at 62° N,
8° E, directly north of São Miguel. The example illustrated
(fig. 3B.1a) represents a second state, c. 1662, with a scale
of Duytsche Mylen engraved below the main compass rose,

a new coastline to the east of Spitsbergen, and additional
toponyms on Iceland. The first state is dated 1651 from its
appearance in De Groote Lichtende ofte Vyerighe Colom; copies of the second state have been recorded in some copies of the 1662 L’Ardante ou Flamboyante Colom de la Mer,
although it is not called for in that publication.9


3C.2a. Arnold Colom,
Nieuwe Pascaart,
c. 1655.

3C.3a. Arnold Colom,
Oost Zee, c. 1655.

3C.1a. Arnold Colom, Pascaarte van de Noord Zee, c. 1655.

3C: Norway-related charts by Arnold Colom,
(full titles listed at end of chapter)

3C:1
Pascaarte|Van de|NOORD ZEE
Door|ARNOLD COLOM
3C:2
Nieuwe Pascaart|door|ARNOLD COLOM
3C:3
OOST ZEE|door|Arnold Colom



3C:4
De Sondt en Belt uyt gegeven|door Arnold Colom

Arnold Colom (1623/24–1668), the son of Jacob Aertsz.
Colom, published two maritime atlases, a sea atlas of the
world with 16–18 maps and a pilot guide for the Mediterranean (published 1660–61). Among sea atlases, only
Johannes Janssonius’s Atlas Maritimus, issued as volume 5
of his Novus Atlas in 1650, preceded Colom’s Zee-Atlas ofte
Water-Wereldt, published between 1654–1658. However,
unlike Janssonius, Colom gathered a consistent, thematically coherent set of charts. Although small in number, the
maps were oversize (approximately 54 x 63 cm) and printed
on heavy paper, often with gold highlighting. Arnold
Colom appears to have had financial difficulties, and copies
of his atlas and the charts in them are scarce.



Full titles of maps illustrated in Chapter 3

sheet number at lower left: 10
25.8 x 37.0
1:400,000

3A: J.A. Colom, De Vyerighe Colom
3A:1
Pascaarte vant|SCHAGERRACK.|Ende Custe van Noorwegen tot|Akersondt Beschreven Door|Iacob Aertsz Colom.
French title at upper right: Carte Marine des|Akersondt
et Schagē|jusques á Kol.
sheet number at lower left: VII
37.5 x 52.9
1:500,000
3A:2
Noordse Custen|Tusschen Akersondt|en Schaersondt
sheet number at lower right: 8
39.8 x 53.0
1:400,000
3A:3
De Custe van Noorwegen|Tusschen Schaersondt en|
Schuÿtenes Beschreuen door|Iacob Aertsz. Colom
French title at top center: Les Costes Marines|de Norwegue
depuis|Akersont jusques á Schuÿte|nes
sheet number at lower right: VIII
38.3 x 52.3
1:300,000
3C.4a. Arnold Colom, De Sondt en Belt, c. 1655.



Two of the four maps illustrated relate to Norway,
though they are not coastal charts. In his North Sea map,
3C:1, Colom follows the layout pioneered by his father, but
uses the additional area to create a more visually arresting
depiction (fig. 3C.1a). A chart with a nonspecific title, 3C:2,
portrays Norway inclined along the southwest-to-northeast diagonal, like the orientation in J.A. Colom’s map 3A:8.
Spitsbergen appears in the upper right, and Jan Mayen is
included by means of an inset at the lower left (fig. 3C.2a).
Two other Scandinavia related charts are illustrated
because they are unusual and appealing. The one of the
Oost Zee or Baltic, 3C:3, has an attractive title cartouche

and a decorative border around the inset that is a continuation of the map where it is cut off along the right border
(fig. 3C.3a). The eye-catching city view of Copenhagen is
the most notable feature on the map comprising the waters
of the Sound and the Belt, 3C:4 (fig. 3C.4a).
Another North Sea chart with the imprint of
Arnold Colom and the more usual folio-sheet dimensions (approximately 42 x 54 cm) is illustrated as fig. A.2
in Appendix 2, North Sea Charts (PASCAARTE|Van de|
NOORT-ZEE|Uÿtgegeuen Door|Arnold Colom). The chart
is undated, but is recorded in a 1658 Arnold Colom Zee
Atlas.10

3A:4
top half of sheet:
De Custe|van NOORWEGEN,|van Bergen tot
Stemmeshest,|Nieulyx Beschreven,|Tot|Amsterdam|bÿ
Jacob Aertsz|Colom
French title at upper left: Les Costes de Norwege|Entre
Schuÿtenes et|Stemmeshest|Chez Jaques Colom.
lower half of sheet:
Het|Liet van|Bergen. (11.6 x 53.2; 1:400,000)
sheet number at lower right: 9
25.6 x 52.8
1:700,000
3A:5
Het|Liet van|Dronten
followed by: Le Liet de Drontẽ|et Norwegue.

3A:6
lower, main, map:
De Custen Van|Noorwegenen Finmar:|ken, tusschen
Dronten|en de Noort Caap|Door. I. A. Colom.
French title at top left of center, main map: Les Costes
Marines de Nor:|wegue et Finmarcke entre|Dronten et le
Noort Caep
inset map at upper left: IAN|MAYEN|EYLANDT
(19.2 x 22.7; 1:400,000)
inset map at upper center: ’t Landt|Spitsbergen|
Niuwelÿckx geuonde (12.0 x 13.0; 1:3,000,000)
sheet number at lower left: 16
38.2 x 53.4
1:1,600,000
3A:7
upper map:
De Custen van,|Noorwegen En Laplandt,|Tusschen
Noordkÿn en Kilduijn.|Iacob Aertsz. Colom.
3 small irregularly shaped inset maps:
DE RIVIER|VAN KOLA
Het Eÿlandt Kilduÿn met de Reede|nae ’t leven ontworpen
leggende op de|hoochte van 69 graaden 40 minuten
s
Het|Eÿlandt|Wardhuy
26.5 x 53.2
1:600,000
lower map:
De Custen van|Laplandt Tusschen|Kilduÿn en Swetenoes|
Iacob Aertsz Colom
French title at upper right of lower map: Les Costes
Marines entre|Noordkÿn et Swetenoes.|a Amstel. par
Iaques Colom.
sheet number at lower left: 17
11.5 x 53.2
1:500,000
3A:8
untitled map
at lower right: Tot Amsterdam|By Iacob Aertz Colom|
Inde Vierige Colom|opt Water



40.0 x 54.5

1:5,000,000

3A:9
Pascaerte|vande|NOORD-ZEE,|Beschreven|door Iacob
Aertsz. Colom.
along lower left side border: Met Privilegie der Ed. H.
M.|Heeren Staten Generael|voor twaelf jaren.
37.0 x 51.5
1:1,000,000
3A:10
PASCAERTE|VANDE|NOORD-ZEE|NIEULIX
WTGEGEVEN|Door|Iacob Colom.
42.1 x 54.4
1:1,000,000
3A:11
Pascaarte|Nieulyx Beschreven|By|Iacob Colom|met
Privilege voor 18 Iaren
inset bottom left of center: De noordwest|hoeck
van|Ysland
lower right corner: 1
41.9 x 76.8
1:7,000,000

outside map border at lower right: 1
54.1 x 62.4
1:3,000,000

tial Atlases and Pilot Books, Published in the Netherlands up to 1880,
vol. IV: Celestial and Maritime Atlases and Pilot Books (Amsterdam,
1970), p. 120.

3C:2
Nieuwe Pascaart|door|ARNOLD COLOM|t Amsterdam
op het Water by de Nieuwe brugh|inde|Lichtende Colom.
inset map at lower left: Ian Mayen Eylant (7.8 x 15.2)
54.3 x 63.2
1:5,000,0000

4. Library of Congress call number C1793 C6 1640C; both dates appear
on title pages in different parts of the atlas.

3C:3
OOST ZEE|door|Arnold Colom|op het Water by de
Nieuwe brugh|inde|Lichtende Colom.
inset map at lower right with “OOST FINLANDT”,
“Ruslant”, “LYFLANDT”
outside map border at lower right: 2
54.4 x 63.3
1:1,500,000
3C:4
De Sondt en Belt uyt gegeven|door Arnold Colom op|
het Water
outside map border at lower right: 3
54.8 x 62.1
1:500,000

3B: J.A. Colom, De Groote Lichtende ofte Vyerighe Colom
notes



3B:1
Der GROOTE NOORD ZEE|WASSENDE GRADE|PAS
CAART.|Nieulijcks Beschreven Door|JACOB AERTSZ
COLOM
83.0 x 106.0
1:6,000,000

1. Colom generally continued to use the original arrangement of charts
with their original numbering in subsequent editions of the regular
folio Vyerighe Colom. However, as noted in the discussion of the individual charts, some updated charts created for the oblong Upright and
large-folio Groote editions were then substituted into later folio Vyerighe Coloms.

3C: Arnold Colom, Zee-Atlas ofte Water-Wereldt

2. “De feylen en misslagen van ’t voorgaende Licht of Spiegel der
Zee [worden] naectelijck verthoont en verbetert,” from Peter van der
Krogt, “Commercial Cartography in the Netherlands,” in La Cartografia dels Països Baixos 4rt curs. (Barcelona, 1995), p. 123.

3C:1
title cartouche at upper left: Pascaarte|Van de|
NOORD ZEE
cartouche at lower right center: Door|ARNOLD COLOM|
t Amsterdam op het Water|by de Nieuwe-brugh|inde|
Lichtende Colom

3. “The bibliographical treatment of the pilot guides and sea-atlases
published by Jacob Aertsz. Colom is quite incomplete due to lack of
material. Undoubtedly, thousands of copies were circulated; however,
only a score have survived. Colom’s pilot books, as far as is traceable,
are fewer in number than Blaeu’s.” Cornelis Koeman, comp. and ed.,
Atlantes Neerlandici. Bibliography of Terrestrial, Maritime and Celes-

5. In derivative English charts, the word used is “leeth,” which would
seem to be a direct Anglicization of the Dutch. (See, for example,
chapter 10 for analogous charts by Seller et al.)
6. In the Library of Congress atlas cited in note 4 above, the charts also
have French titles: Les Costes Marines de Norwegue de Dronten jusques
a le Noort Caep, comme aussi Spitsberge and Les Costes Marines de Laplande et Russen entre le Noort-Caap et Nova Zembla.
7. The new map is reminiscent of the one by Blaeu that extends to
Spitsbergen but cannot be considered a coastal chart. (See discussion
of 2B:10 beginning on p. 40 and figs. 2B.10a and 2B.10b.)
8. Compare, though, Blaeu’s chart in fig. 2B.16a, p. 47, which may have
suggested a model for Colom.
9. Some of this information is extracted from Philip D. Burden, The
Mapping of North America: A List of Printed Maps 1511–1670 (Rickmansworth, England, 1996), entry 302, pp. 386–87, which illustrates
an example of the first state.
10. I thank Jeremy Pool for informing me that this chart is entry 102 in
R. V. Tooley, Map Collectors’ Series, No. 70: Printed Charts of Scandinavia, Part 1 (London, 1971), p. 13.



